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Overall Reaction 

 

 Excellent Good Fair Poor 
Concept     
Story     
Characters     
Dialogue     
Professional 
appearance, grammar, 
spelling. 

    

 

 

 



 

HOW YOUR STORY MEASURES UP IN CONTOUR 
(A review of the following categories, delving into greater detail than in Basic) 

 

How successfully has your script answered THE FOUR QUESTIONS? 

 

--Who is your main character?   

 

--What is he/she trying to accomplish?  Physical:   Emotional:  Spiritual: 

 

--Who is trying to stop your main character? 

 

--What happens if your main character fails? 

 

Does your main character move through THE FOUR ARCHETYPES 
over the course of the story? 

 

--Orphan: 

 

--Wanderer: 

 

--Warrior: 

 

--Martyr: 



44 PLOT POINT BREAKDOWN 
How well does your script satisfy the 44 plot points across the Three Acts?   

(The 44 Plot Point Breakdown is the bread and butter of the Pro option.  We’ll evaluate every step of 
your story.) 

 

ACT 1 – ORPHAN 

PP1 – Do we meet the HERO, the STAKES CHARACTER, or the ANTAGONIST? 

 

PP2 – Do we see the hero's flaw in relation to the Stakes Character? 

 

PP3 – Do we meet the Antagonist, or someone/something symbolic of the Antagonist? 

 

PP4 – Does the DEFLECTOR slow the hero down, pulling him/her off the path? 

 

PP5 – Does the INCITING EVENT happen, causing the hero to become emotionally involved? 

 

PP6 – Is the hero's goal is clarified as it relates to the Stakes Character and/or Love Interest?  Is the 
hero’s problem made clear to the audience? 

 

PP7 – Does an ALLY aid the hero by propelling him out of the status quo? 

 

PP8 – Does the hero seem ready to move forward toward a goal and/or Stakes Character, but can’t bring 
himself/herself to do it? 

 

PP9 – Does conflict with the Antagonist or a Deflector stop the hero or threaten the emotional stakes? 

 



PP10 – Is either the depth of feeling between the hero and the Stakes Character or the severity of the 
threat to the Victims made clear? 

 

PP11 – Does a Deflector or the Antagonist threaten to take the goal/Stakes Character from the hero? 

 

PP12 – Does the hero decide to save the Stakes Character/achieve their goal? 

 

Act One (Martyr) comments: 

 

 

Do we know the CENTRAL QUESTION by the end of Act 1?  

 

 

 ACT 2A – WANDERER 

(Aside from evaluating your script’s YES/NO reversals, our readers will see if the right kinds of 
things are happening in your Wanderer section.  Is your main character picking up allies? Learning 
new skills? Grappling with the Central Question? Getting a better idea of the world and their 
problem? Are there Wanderer beats in the Warrior section?  Everything and anything will be 
covered.) 

YES -- 

NO --  

YES -- 

NO -- 

YES -- 

NO -- 

YES -- 

NO -- 

YES -- 



NO -- 

YES -- 

NO -- 

YES -- 

NO -- 

Act Two (Wanderer) Comments: 

 

 

ACT 2B – WARRIOR 

(The Warrior section follows the same principles as the Wanderer section.  Was there a definitive 
change in the hero/story that caused a transition from Wanderer to Warrior?  Is the hero more 

active/focused/singular in his attempt to resolve the Central Question?  Are they driving the action 
yet?  Are obstacles increasing in difficulty?  Is there a different feel between Wanderer/Warrior? Is 
there a ‘death and rebirth’ in the transition to Act Three? Is the end of act 2 marked by a low point 

for the hero?)   

 

YES -- 

NO -- 

YES -- 

NO -- 

YES -- 

NO -- 

YES -- 

NO -- 

YES -- 

NO -- 

YES -- 

NO -- 



YES 

NO -- 

Act Two (Warrior) Comments -  

 

ACT 3 – MARTYR 

(Is the hero willing to risk death, literally or metaphorically?  How has the dynamic changed between 
Acts 2 & 3? Does a 3rd Act Solution come into play?  Is the ‘Big No’ REALLY a Big No, or a 

‘Medium No’? How definitively is the Central Question resolved?)   

BIG YES --  

NO --  

BIG NO --  

FINAL YES –  

Act Three (Martyr) Comments –  

 

 

 

 
GENERAL COMMENTS 

(Contour Pro goes into far greater detail than Basic, pinpointing specific problem areas, 
offering advice, and expanding on the results of the 44 plot point breakdown.)   

 

Concept: Does it have intrinsic appeal?  Wish fulfillment?  It is original?  Is it commercially viable?  Must 
there be genre familiarity?  Has this concept been done before, and should writer be made aware of it?  
Does it appeal to a broad or specific audience?  Is it current, or outdated?  How have similar films 
performed historically?  What elements are really appealing to key demographics, and what might be off-
putting?  Any suggestions?   

Story: does it adhere to genre conventions?  Is that a good or bad thing?  Is it clichéd, or original?  Does the 
story deliver on what the concept promises?  Are areas of the story disappointing or particularly 
fascinating?  Any areas that could do with more or less focus? (More detail on this).  Are there any ‘trailer 
moments’ or moments of movie magic? (More detail – or suggestions?)  Were any elements confusing, 
didn’t come across, or executed poorly?  Examples – suggestions for focus/less focus/clarity.  Does the 



story lose steam or lag at any point?  What is causing the problem?  How might it be fixed?  Here we can 
pinpoint structure issues based on the breakdown above.  

Characters: Is the main character sympathetic?  If not, why?  Are they active or passive? Why? Do all main 
characters serve the story?  Possibly refer to the Unity Of Opposites.  Are their 
Physical/Emotional/Personal goals clear, constant, and answered at the end?  Are they developed enough, 
or too one-dimensional? Are hero/villain well matched?  Would the main characters be appealing to actors? 

Dialogue: does the dialogue propel the story without being too expositional?  It is character-specific 
enough?  Awkward?  Age/tone/genre/audience age appropriate?  Greater detail. 

Writing Style: what are the strengths and weakness of the writing in the script?  Briefly comment on 
spelling, grammar, punctuation, scene direction, formatting, and clarity/quality/style of action and 
description.  Cite examples of issues in sloppy action/grammar/formatting.  Just stuff you pick up on the 
read-through. 

Closing Comments: 


